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Over the last year, I have read with interest the various press
releases from countless companies. The exact content is irrelevant
but in substance they announce that they are either: A) starting an
e-commerce initiative; or B) collaborating or forming partnerships
with their competitors to build some kind of B2B exchange. I look
at the names of those companies and I shake my head. Why?
Because I know for a fact that those companies not only own a
number of mainframes but their very business processes are hard
coded in the thousands of programs that run their businesses.

As IT professionals, we know how things work in real life in
large IT departments. We live in a world where changing the location
of a field on a 3270 screen takes weeks, not minutes. Any material
programming change means countless hours of meetings, testing
and graduation, after which it often takes weeks for the resulting
system to make it into production.

So I read those articles and I wonder how these companies think
they can re-engineer the way their whole company functions in
what seems like a ridiculously short time. We know that mainframes
are here for the duration. Large money was spent in the late ’80s
and early ’90s to get off the mainframe, all to no avail. Very few
companies have actually succeeded in their quest for the mainframe-
less enterprise. Today’s large enterprises know better than to tilt at
those windmills again.

HARBINGERS OF CHANGE

What has changed over the last few years is connectivity. The
mainframe is now connected. Of course, it always has been.
Nevertheless, frankly, who wants SNA in a multi-vendor architecture?
Today, a number of connectivity solutions from TCP/IP to
MQSeries and others allow for easy program-to-program commu-
nication across pretty much all platforms. Software companies now
sell enterprise application integration (EAI) packages: install this
magical product and pronto, all the disparate applications that run
on a number of platforms suddenly work together like fingers on
the same hand.

Do not doubt it for an instant. EAI, B2B, B2C ... they are all
coming. There is a race, and the point of the race is not necessarily
to win but rather not to lose. Most companies would rather not
participate. After all, when this race is over will people buy more
gizmos? Nope! However, they might buy more of the competitor’s
and less of mine. The Internet has introduced a new term in the
equation and companies simply have to react. So of course, shortly

you will be involved in some way or another in the mad rush to
not lose.

Of course, you wonder, “How can this product interface with our
applications? More than 90 percent of our core applications were
written in-house and they run on our mainframes.”

“We have connectors,” they say.
“What about our mainframe applications,” you ask?
“Oh that. We have ‘legacy connector packages.’ You simply

adapt them to your legacy applications so that our product
understands them.”

Of course, but how long is that going to take?
In fact, the cost of services necessary to implement an EAI solution

often outweighs the software costs by a factor of 10. Moreover,
much of that comes from the fact that existing applications have to
somehow be connected to the pipe. It is ironic that the greatest cost
when implementing an EAI package is the integration.

Many readers of Technical Support are currently involved in
such projects. Let’s look at some of the issues that you, as a
mainframer, will face and the options that are available to you.

THE BASICS

The need to access mainframe data is not new. It has been done
for years and there are a number of tools on the market today.
These tools can be grouped into four families: replication, SQL,
middleware and screen-based.

Replication Tools
The replication tools have a long and distinguished history. The

basic principle behind this type of tool is that updates to a master
database are propagated to (complete or partial) mirror images. Of
course, replication only copies the data. All the programs that are
usually needed to make sense of all but the simplest databases have
to be rewritten. Another major problem with replication is the
replicated data usually cannot be updated. The reason is simple:
what if it is updated in both locations almost simultaneously? Who
wins? Other issues are the time lag between an update to the
master database and the update to the replicate, the sometimes
large amounts of information to keep updated, and the need to
maintain multiple applications that interpret the same information.
For these reasons, the replicated data is usually reserved for simple
retrieval-only systems, which is not really what we need in our
modern quest for the integrated Enterprise.

The potential of legacy applications is tremendous. However, before the shackles that bind it can be
released, the right key has to be found — a strategy that will enable sites to unlock the power of their

legacy applications so they can be integrated into the enterprise.
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SQL Connectivity Tools
The SQL connectivity tools give pro-

grammers a well-understood, standard
query language that makes it fairly easy to
access legacy data. Products that offer
ODBC and JDBC connectivity are especially
attractive since they allow programmers to
leverage other components that make them
more productive. SQL access tools are, of
course, especially good at accessing relational
data. Vendors usually offer ways of mapping
non-relational data so that it can be accessed
using the SQL syntax. This may require
programming on the customer’s part. When
accessing data directly, of course, we again
have to forego our existing programs. This
usually means a lot of the logic that currently
resides in your COBOL programs will have
to be rewritten as well as maintained.

Middleware Tools
Many companies use middleware to

connect their dissimilar applications, and
now they also use middleware to access their
legacy applications. However, it is an
expensive process. Each online program
must be changed so it can handle the reading
and writing of messages instead of 3270
screens. This process often is not as easy as
it sounds. However, once implemented, such
a system is very reliable. Because of the
ability to guarantee delivery of messages,
one can be assured that an update request
will be received and processed successfully.
If there is a problem executing the main-
frame transaction, the unit of work is rolled
out, the request is put back on the message
queue, and the transaction is retried.

Screen-Based Connectivity Solutions
There are two kinds of screen-based

connectivity solutions. Both share the same
major advantage over all other techniques
— no changes are required to the legacy
application. In other words, screen-based
solutions offer complete reuse of the exist-
ing applications. The first and best-known
technique is screen scraping. Because
screen scraping has a somewhat dubious
reputation, a lot of vendors advertise that
that they don’t use it. The definition I will
use here is simple: If a 3270 datastream is
generated by the TP monitor (usually CICS)
and interpreted by the vendor product then
there is screen scraping. Whether the
emulation process (the act of decoding and
encoding the terminal datastream) occurs
on the workstation, a server, or on the

mainframe is irrelevant. Screen scraping-
based products rely on the field position
to map its value. So they will typically
fail if there are any changes in screens
that they navigate.

Beginning with CICS TS 1.2, IBM has
introduced a new way to implement
screen-based connectivity. The 3270 Bridge
interface makes it possible to communicate
with screen-based applications using field
names instead of field positions. The resulting
applications are of course much more
resilient to changes. Programming is also
much easier, as there is no need for the initial
tagging of each field according to its position.
IBM has implemented the bridge in the latest
release of CICS for VSE.

TARGET ARCHITECTURE

A number of factors will guide the choice
of target architecture. Who is going to use
the system? Are they coming from the web
or the intranet? Are you building a visual
interface for human operators or an auto-
mated interface for business partners? What
kind of security do you need?

Each company has specific needs and
within that company, many different
groups necessitate different solutions.
Whatever connectivity solution you pick,
you have to choose a product that can be
used in a variety of development environ-
ments. Component-based tools that offer
ActiveX controls and Java beans are usually
much easier to use than API or script-based
tools. Whatever tool you use, be certain
that it can be used in all the possible target
architectures for your company. If your
company has not decided whether it is

going to use Java or Microsoft, make sure
the tool you choose supports both.

DEVELOPMENT

If companies want to ever finish their
integration projects, development time for
projects accessing legacy application data
will have to be dramatically reduced. I
believe that in most situations, because of
resource constraints and cost issues, the
only viable alternatives are screen-based
solutions. One problem for screen scraping
solutions is the initial mapping and tagging
of the field positions. Make sure that what-
ever product you decide to use can perform
that process rapidly. Also, keep in mind that
those positions have to be updated every
time a field accessed by the application is
moved. Bridge-type solutions have the
advantage of not needing this mapping,
allowing for faster development and lower
maintenance costs.

As I mentioned before, some products
offer standard programming components
(usually ActiveX controls or Java beans)
that allow developers to easily manipulate
the legacy applications. Such components
make accessing existing mainframe appli-
cations as easy as accessing a relational
database. More advanced products will
give the developer access to metadata. For
example, the programmer would not need
to know the name of available fields in a
given screen. A drop-down list would
show available fields in the property win-
dow. Metadata can improve productivity
substantially by providing developers
with information they would otherwise
have to obtain from other sources such as
the original screen definitions or actual
end users.

SECURITY

One concern that is dear to the mainframe
world is security. The mainframe might not
be pretty, but it is secure. If all or some of
your users come through the Internet, make
sure that you understand how sensitive data
will be protected. If any of that data goes on
the Internet, it should be encrypted.

Moreover, depending on your system,
different users might be assigned different
access rights on the mainframe. Make
sure it is possible for you to assign those
rights so that users only have access to the
information they are allowed to access.
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Whatever connectivity
solution you pick, you

have to choose a product
that can be used in a

variety of development
environments.
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WHAT NEXT?

Even though screen-based tools have
major advantages over other solutions,
some issues still have to be resolved.

One such problem is the “atomicity” of
multi-screen transactions. Atomicity means
that if a business object is added to, deleted or
modified, the request is executed completely
or not at all. For example, web-based systems
might consolidate multiple screens together
on one page. When information is filled, the
form is posted and those screens have to be
invoked in sequence. What happens if the sys-
tem crashes after the first screen? You have in
effect half a transaction. CICS TS now offers
Business Transaction Services (BTS) that aim
at solving this issue.

Another issue is two-phase commit.
Legacy data is seldom necessary by itself.
So, it will need to be synchronized with
other data sources. Today, if there is no

response from the mainframe application,
what do I do with my local Oracle database?
Do I commit or rollback? Using transactional
middleware as the transport layer is probably
part of the solution but there are cases
where this would not be sufficient.

The potential of legacy applications is
tremendous. However, before the shackles
that bind it can be released, the right key has
to be found. That key to unlocking legacy
power is out there, and it exists in software
innovations that really do unlock the pent-up
potential of the mainframe. That solution
has to simplify access and not create even
more technical challenges. The solution, at
a minimum, has to be easy to install, even
easier to use and affordable. It has to provide
dynamic, unobstructed yet secure access to
the legacy application by multiple, concurrent
users and eliminate the need for 3270 screen
scraping. One example of software capable

of satisfying those demands is InnerAccess
from InnerAccess Technologies Inc.  

Carl Nelson is a technical writer for
InnerAccess Inc., (www.inneraccesstech.com)
(formerly Aquisoft, Inc.) a Toronto-based EAI
software development company. He is a for-
mer journalist with more than 20 years of
experience as a writer, reporting on a variety
of issues including challenges facing modern
business and industry coping with the pace of
change and technology. He can be reached
via email at cnelson@inneraccesstech.com.
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